
Outline: Animation Training Series 
================================== 

Chapter 1: Timing and Spacing - The Bouncing Ball 
 1. Introduction: Blender's Animation Tools 

Interface and editors - viewport, timeline, dopesheet, graph editor,  Setting and removing 
keyframes, Editing timing and spacing, Keyframe handle types 

 2. Exercise 1: Animating a Bouncing Ball 

Laying down the basic animation, Using the dopesheet for timing, Using the graph editor for 
spacing, Using tangent types to show weight & impact, Refining the animation with arcs (motion 
paths) 

 3. Exercise 2: Squash and Stretch 

Adding more weight and appeal using squash and stretch, Using unrealistic animation to add 
expression,  

 4. End note: Automatic handles 

The automatic handle type and why not to use it, Using keys instead of handles for easier 
retiming, The pitfalls of manual handles. 

Chapter 2: Overlap, Secondary Action 
 1. Introduction: Using Rigs and Proxies. 

 Animating with armatures, Using proxies; how and why 

 2. Exercise 1: A Ball and Chain 

Produce realistic animation with overlapping action, Use the offset keys method for easy 
overlap 

 3. Using the Grease Pencil for Planning 

Save time and improve your animation with planning sketches, Use the grease pencil to make 
planning sketches in your blend file. 

 4. Demonstration: The Pose to Pose Workflow 

Better workflow for more complicated animation, Working overlap into your poses, The 
successive breaking of joints 

5. Exercise 2: A Ball With a Tail 

Straight ahead & pose to pose; using tried and true 2d animation techniques. Anticipation and 
motivated action - the ball with a brain, The blocking, splining and refining workflow 



Chapter 3: Walks and Runs 
 1. Introduction: Meet Clive 

A quick tour of "Clive", a character especially designed for physical animation 

 2. Discussion: FK vs IK 

Understand forward kinematics and inverse kinematics, Learn about the strengths and 
weaknesses of each approach, and when to use them. Snapping between IK and FK 

 3. Exercise 1: A Basic Walk 

The anatomy of a standard walk - hips and legs only, Mirroring poses, Blocking in the overlap 
(arms, torso and head),  Polishing - how to remove knee pops 

 4. Discussion: Extrapolation modes 

Understand Blender's f-curve extrapolation modes, Create an infinite loop and make Clive walk 
forever 

 5. Exercise 2: A Run Cycle 

Walks vs. runs; the main differences, running on the spot - a workflow for games cycles 

Chapter 4: Body Mechanics 
 

 1. Introduction: Planning for Animation 

Test out ideas by shooting reference video, Using thumbnail sketches to analyze reference and 
plan your animation, Things to consider when planning your shot 

 2. Discussion: Using Props 

An easy and stable way to use props with your character, How to pick up and put down props. 
(..and throw a ball...) 

 3. Discussion: Making Poses 

A good workflow for making poses, The importance of balance, Checking the silhouette to make 
clearer poses 

4. Exercise: Throwing a Ball 

Blocking out an animation using passes for better efficiency, Re-timing your blocking and 
pushing attitude in your poses, Polishing; adding finishing touches to your shot 


